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Summary

Creator: Bowie, David Louis, 1939-1993

Title: David Louis Bowie diaries

Date: 1978-1993

Size: .8 linear feet (2 boxes)

Source: Gift, Schaneman, Richard, 1993


Conditions Governing Access:

Portions closed until 2068.

Conditions Governing Use: Publication or exhibition of open portions requires written permission of Richard Schaneman

Preferred citation: David Louis Bowie diaries, Manuscripts and Archives Division, The New York Public Library

Creator History


Scope and Content Note
Key Terms

Subjects
AIDS (Disease)
Gay men
Homosexuality -- United States

Genre/Physical Characteristic
Diaries
Drawings
Photographic prints

Geographic Names
United States -- Social life and customs -- 1971-

Names
Bowie, David Louis, 1939-1993